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Food-share apps 
seeking to help 
environment
LONDON: Jack Convery pops into a London branch
of Italian eatery Coco di Mama to grab a cut-price
lunch ordered on his smartphone’s food-sharing app
Karma. The 27-year-old Amazon employee — with an
eye for a bargain and for helping the environment -
uses a mobile phone app that sells surplus food from
hundreds of UK restaurants at discounted prices.
“Anything I can do to help the environment and look
after the budget as well is beneficial, so yeah, it’s a
win-win,” Convery tells AFP after collecting his bag
from the counter near Old Street Tube station.

“It ends up working out much cheaper than to go
to (British supermarket) Tesco and buy a meal for
one,” he adds, noting that he can usually source his
daily dinner for about £3.50 ($4.54, 4.10 euros) via
the app. Decomposing food waste is a key source of
greenhouse gases - and a staggering one third of all
food is thrown away, according to industry estimates.

Environmental danger 
Amid growing public outcry over the climate

emergency, consumers are switching on to the envi-
ronmental danger of carbon dioxide and methane
emissions. Britain’s cafes and restaurants are also
embracing apps that generate some revenue from
rescued food that would otherwise be destined for
landfill. However some restaurants happily give unsold
food to homeless charities on a daily basis. Swedish
start-up Karma was founded in Stockholm in 2016
and its app now helps serve 1.0 million users in
Britain, France and home market Sweden. In the UK
alone, it offers 2,000 outlets. Rival app Too Good To
Go also offers cut-price meals with a similar
approach.

Britain-based Olio, meanwhile, enables its 1.7 mil-
lion customers worldwide to give their own unused
food items free to other users, via collection from
their homes. “We do not plan for the day to end with
zero waste, because at the end of every day we want
to have some stock on our shelves” for customers not
using the apps, says Sara McCraight, head of brand-
ing at Coco di Mama. “When we give to charity part-
ners, that’s great. But with Karma we get some money
recovered; (it) doesn’t cover costs but it helps.”

‘Apps are important’ 
Joao Campari, food expert at environmental cam-

paigners WWF International, argues that apps are an
“important” way to cut waste. “With food loss and
waste creating at least eight percent of all emissions,
it’s vital that as many people as possible reduce their
personal food waste,” Campari said. “To do this, we
need tools that are easy to use, and also help raise
awareness of the scale of the problem. “Most people
have a mobile device so apps are an obvious and
important way of educating and enabling action.”

Wastage occurs throughout the food supply chain:
on farms, during transport, in retail stores like super-
markets. “In truth, the best way to cut emissions from
food loss and waste is to prevent food being lost on
the farm and in the supply chain before it reaches
end-consumers,” adds Campari. Yet in developed
nations, most food waste occurs in restaurants and
private homes - at a time when an estimated 820 mil-
lion people in the world do not have enough to eat,
according to the World Health Organization.

‘Main competitor is rubbish bin’ 
“We throw away one third of food we produce

each year,” says Tessa Clarke, co-founder of Olio.
“What that means is that roughly 10 percent of
annual greenhouse gas emissions come from food
waste alone, which I like to point out to people is
four to five times greater than the carbon emissions
that come from the global aviation industry.” She
adds: “I like to say that our main competitor is the
rubbish bin.” —AFP

DUBLIN: Ireland began counting votes yesterday in a
national election that an exit poll indicated would show a
historic breakthrough for left-wing nationalists Sinn Fein
but leave a fractured political landscape with no clear
path to a governing coalition. In a major realignment,
Sinn Fein support surged 50% to bring it into joint first
place on 22% with Fine Gael and Fianna Fail, the two
centre-right parties that have dominated Irish politics for
a century, according to the poll released on Saturday
evening after voting ended. 

But Sinn Fein, the former
political wing of the Irish
Republican Army which has
reinvented itself as the coun-
try’s main left-wing party, is
likely to fall behind the other
two because it fielded fewer
candidates for parliament. “I
think it’s the most extraordi-
nary exit poll in the history of
state and the most extraordi-
nary election in the history of
the state ... because of the rise
of Sinn Fein,” said Gary Murphy, Professor of Politics at
Dublin City University. Prime Minister Leo Varadkar’s
Fine Gael and rival Fianna Fail are likely to be left slug-
ging it out for first place in terms of seats - before start-
ing what is likely to be a torturous process of forming a
governing coalition in the 160-seat parliament.

“Obviously on these numbers it’s going to be very hard
for any combination of 80 (seats) to be achieved, we’ll
have to wait and see,” Fine Gael minister Heather
Humphreys told national broadcaster RTE. Counting
under Ireland’s complex single transferable vote system

began at 0900 GMT yesterday with some results expect-
ed from early afternoon. The final and potentially decisive
seats may not be filled until Monday or even later.

The exit poll result was an improvement for
Varadkar’s Fine Gael, in power since 2011, after opinion
polls a week ago showed it in third place. But the par-
ty’s strategy of focusing on economic growth and its
success in negotiating an EU exit deal for neighbor
Britain failed to capture the imagination of voters, who
were far more focused on domestic issues like health

and housing, where Sinn Fein
focused.

Coalition conundrum
Fianna Fail has ruled out

going into coalition for the
first time with Fine Gael and
both parties say they will not
govern with Sinn Fein, mean-
ing there is no obvious gov-
ernment to be formed, ana-
lysts said. Both Fine Gael and
Fianna Fail have said they will

look to smaller parties to form what would likely be
another minority government - requiring support of
one of the two main parties from the opposition bench-
es. The parties have swapped power at every election
since emerging from the opposing sides of Ireland’s
1920s civil war. They have similar policies on the econ-
omy and trade talks on the post-Brexit ties between
Britain and the EU.

Sinn Fein has moved on from the long leadership of
Gerry Adams, seen by many as the face of the IRA’s
war against British rule in Northern Ireland - a conflict

in which some 3,600 people were killed before a 1998
peace deal. The party’s candidates were the biggest
gainers by vote share, up from 14% at the last election
in 2016. “It’s clear that Sinn Fein are poised to have a

very good election,” Sinn Fein’s deputy leader in the
Irish parliament, Pearse Doherty, told RTE. “That’s the
message we were getting, that there was a palpable
mood for change.”—Reuters

Three main parties tied on 22%: Exit poll

Political gridlock looms for 
Ireland as Sinn Fein surges

CORK: Counting gets under way at Nemo Rangers GAA club in Cork, southern Ireland, the day after the
vote took place in the Irish General Election. —AFP

US border patrol 
agents: Part police,
part bloodhound, 
and part rescuer
MARFA: It only took a moment for US
Border Patrol agents to spot a flash of
color in a steep-sided canyon, then to
identify a man in a black cap lying on a
rock. The man, agents discovered, was
from Guatemala and part of a group of
undocumented migrants making an illicit
crossing of the Rio Grande river which
separates Mexico from Texas in the
United States.

Left behind when he injured his knee
after making it across the river, the man
was stranded for three days in a desolate
ravine in the San Rosendo Canyon of
west Texas until Border Patrol agents
found him. Operating in remote and
inhospitable terrain miles from any-
where, the green-clad Border Patrol
agents are on the frontlines of a wave of
Central American migrants heading into
the US that has prompted a crackdown
by President Donald Trump. 

AFP journalists accompanied the
Border Patrol for three days in Texas,
documenting the routine of the agents

tasked with guarding the frontier amid
growing controversy over Trump’s immi-
gration policy. “If we were born some-
where else, we would do the same,”
Thaddeus Cleveland, the agent in charge
of the Border Patrol station in
Sanderson, Texas, said of the northward-
bound migrants he encounters.

Technique and technology
Border Patrol agents play a complex

role along the US-Mexico border, some-
thing between a police officer, a blood-
hound and a rescuer. “The agent has to
be an athlete,” said operations officer
Arain Carrera, 35. In Texas’s Big Bend
sector, agents are responsible for moni-
toring hundreds of miles of terrain,
including 515 miles of the Rio Grande
river, lined by perilous canyons and arid
deserts where operations to track and
arrest people can last for days.

Patrols can be on foot, on horseback,
or in trucks, and agents have access to
night-vision goggles, motion sensors,
cameras and dogs trained to detect
drugs. Yet making arrests is often more
about technique than technology. “We’re
looking for footprints, and since there’s
no dirt, we have to look for kicked-over
rocks, for broken brush and things of
that nature, that give us a sign that
someone has been through this area,”
Cleveland said, describing the tracking
skills agents use.

Surge halted
Their adversaries are the traffickers

who guide migrants in exchange for
thousands of dollars, and employ scouts
to stand on the Mexican side of the Rio
Grande and watch the agents’ move-
ments. Last year, the approximately 500
agents in the Big Bend sector detained
1,624 people. That was just a small seg-
ment of the nearly one million undocu-
mented migrants apprehended between
October 2018 and the end of September

2019, most of whom were from violence-
torn Central American countries like
Guatemala, El Salvador and Honduras
and aiming to claim asylum in the US. 

Trump campaigned on cracking down
on illegal migration, and has pressured
Mexico into deploying troops along its
southern border to stop the migrants. The
measures have paid off: just over 52,000
arrests of undocumented migrants were
made in September 2019, down signifi-
cantly from months prior. —AFP

MARFA: The desert landscape is pictured at dusk near Marfa, Texas. —AFP

Motorcycle 
taxi ban brings
Lagos to a halt
LAGOS: Even before a sudden controversial
ban on motorcycle taxis and tricycles in
Nigeria’s commercial capital, Lagos, crippling
traffic jams were a daily ordeal for its more
than 20 million inhabitants. Now just a week
on, getting around the city has become even
more difficult. There are endless queues at bus
stops and crowds of tired and exasperated
pedestrians, assaulted by acrid exhaust fumes
and the cacophony of drivers stuck in traffic
jams honking their car horns.

“Monday, when the ban started, I spent
seven hours on the road. Tuesday I spent
almost nine hours in traffic jams,” says
Ayobayo Babade, a real estate agent. He tries
to remain upbeat. “Now I bring my laptop and
I work in the taxi,” he smiles. “Nigerians are
the most resilient people in the world!”
declares 30-year-old Olaniwi Odina. “Put a
policy in place, Nigerians will adapt, no matter

how stupid it is, we are very patient!”
Recently elected governor of Lagos,

Babajide Sanwo-Olu, banned motorbike-taxis
known as “okadas” and three-wheeled “kekes”
saying they caused road accidents and were out
of place in a modern city. Okadas in particular
are infamous in Lagos for their anarchic
approach to traffic laws but are often vital on its
poorly connected, pot-hole ridden roads. But
they do come at a cost - between 2016 and
2019, there were more than 10,000 traffic acci-
dents and 600 deaths recorded, just at the
General Hospital in Lagos.

Buses unsuitable for Lagos
To mitigate the effects of the ban, the

government announced there would be 65
additional buses — in a rapidly growing
megacity of more than 20 million people.
Critics say buses are in any case unsuitable
for Lagos’ narrow, damaged roads, where
okadas and kekes are crucial for both trans-
port and jobs.

Commuters who would normally leave
their cars at home to avoid sitting in traffic,
now have little choice but to drive, clogging
up the roads even more. Thousands of work-
ers who do not drive and were reliant on

okadas and kekes, have been forced to trek or
take the despised buses, now charging higher
fares. “Before I used to pay 50 to 100 naira
(28 cents US) for a journey, now you can go
for 200 or even 300,” Goodluck, 34, said.

The business community too has
attacked the ban, saying it is catastrophic
for Lagos. “It is not a good policy and it is

not a sustainable policy,” the president of
the Lagos chamber of commerce, Muda
Yusuf said. The ban makes Lagos less
attractive to private investors and makes
logistics more difficult in an already over-
crowded city, he said. “This policy needs to
be urgently reviewed, at least for tricycles
to be re-introduced,” he said. —AFP

Centre-right
parties battle

to lead the
government

LAGOS: Passengers queue to board a bus provided by the government as a pal-
liative to cushion the effect of the ban of motorbike taxis at the Ojodu Terminal
in Lagos. —AFP

Joe Biden, a 
presidential 
frontrunner 
in trouble
MANCHESTER: After suffering a drub-
bing in Iowa and bizarrely conceding he
will likely lose New Hampshire’s
Democratic primary next Tuesday, Joe
Biden is under immense pressure to turn
his floundering US presidential campaign
around. The popular former US vice presi-
dent has been the national frontrunner for
more than a year, but his enviable position

is increasingly under threat, and rivals -
including a socialist-leaning senator and a
small-city mayor - smell blood in the water.

The 77-year-old moderate is being
eclipsed on the campaign trail by mostly
younger candidates with sharper stump
speeches, more hustle, and telegenic
debate performances. An average of
polling in New Hampshire, which votes
Tuesday in the first-in-the-nation primary
(following Iowa’s troubled caucuses this
past week), shows Biden plunging from
first place to third, behind Bernie Sanders
and Pete Buttigieg.

“To not be concerned I think would be
foolish,” acknowledged Biden-backer Will
Johnson, a 23-year-old law student from
northern Pittsburgh, said in one of several
conversations voters had with AFP about
the candidate. “Hopefully a more concert-

ed effort is made by the campaign to real-
ly push out the vote and get people to
support Biden,” he said, adding Biden was
“the best shot we have” at defeating
President Donald Trump in November.

The big crowds, however, are going to
Buttigieg, 38, and Sanders, 78, the two
candidates who won the most votes in
Iowa and are leading in New Hampshire.
Biden took a day off the trail Thursday,
five days before the primary, to huddle
with top advisors about the path forward.
But instead of coming out swinging at the
start of the next day’s debate, Biden com-
mitted a glaring unforced error. “I took a
hit in Iowa, and I’ll probably take one
here,” Biden said onstage, startling
Johnson and other supporters who are
looking for him to grab the reins, not
admit defeat. —AFP

MANCHESTER: US Presidential Candidate and former Vice
President Joe Biden takes selfies with supporters after speaking
at a rally at the Rex Theatre in Manchester. —AFP


